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I. Executive Summary

Financial institutions have long been the leading targets for cybercrime, but the tools and tactics used are changing. New technologies are increasingly incorporated into financial networks and the broader internet, transforming the attack surface that adversaries can exploit. The incentives for attackers are also shifting, forcing banks to face more numerous and sophisticated adversaries. And as cyber awareness grows in the financial sector and firms continue to invest billions in new defenses, attackers are changing their approaches to stay one step ahead.

Consumer bank and credit card fraud remains the number one form of cybercrime affecting financial institutions, but the tactics and targets are changing. Fraudsters are increasingly targeting mobile devices and business customers, while traditional credit card fraud and PoS attacks remain a leading form of consumer fraud, but are losing dominance.

Digitization is also transforming the geography of cybercrime by bringing billions of users in developing markets online, providing criminals with new targets with limited cybersecurity awareness and low defenses. Developing markets in Asia are the primary targets now, but as millions of customers are brought online in Latin America and Africa, criminal communities are flourishing in these regions.

As fraud prevention and retail security have improved and the value of stolen credit card data and bank credentials has declined, attackers have stepped up large-scale coordinated attacks on financial institutions’ core networks, going for a few very large payouts instead of lots of small ones. Extortion is the number one concern for financial institutions, as internet of things (IoT) botnets and mass distribution of sophisticated crypto-ransomware threaten to take banks offline. “Don’t click the link” campaigns have helped to make traditional phishing attacks less effective, so attackers are increasingly using pretexting and watering-hole attacks to gain access to bank networks.

Once inside, attackers are combining multiple cash-out strategies to extract millions of dollars of profits from their victims over the course of months. Instead of dealing with a single Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack or ransomware attack, financial institutions find themselves grappling with multi-layer DDoS attacks that provide a smokescreen for criminals to conduct thousands of fraudulent transactions and steal customer data, covering their tracks by utilizing ransomware.

The adversaries defenders must be prepared to face are also changing. Increased geopolitical tensions between the existing cyber powers could lead to increases in espionage and disruptive attacks on financial institutions, and for the first time nation state actors have been observed engaging in financially motivated cybercrime. With more than 30 new countries investing in developing offensive cyber capabilities, the nation state threat landscape is poised to expand dramatically.

At the same time, the proliferation of easy-to-use malware and contract hacker services on the black market has opened up sophisticated attacks to a wide range of adversaries. What
were once exclusively nation state capabilities are now available to organized crime groups that work with governments, and even to generic cybercriminals through open-source malware libraries. Automation allows criminals to leverage these resources to launch attacks cheaply at scale, making their lives easier and defenders’ lives more difficult. The most sophisticated groups are exploiting the connections between financial institutions, breaching small banks to rob large ones and taking advantage of international borders and lack of capacity in developing markets to evade capture.

As attackers become more sophisticated and more targeted, defenders will need to devise new ways to protect the whole financial system down to its smallest links, not just their own networks. The financial system is global and it is integrated, and defenders need to become more global and better integrated to keep up. Small and medium financial institutions, particularly in emerging markets, serve as easy entry points to the global financial system. The industry’s leaders will need to strengthen their smaller partners and help build cyber awareness and capacity in emerging markets to stay ahead of attackers who are sophisticated and savvy enough to exploit the weakest links in the system.

Protecting financial networks not only requires financial institutions to improve the security of their own systems, but to change the security balance of the entire internet environment. Cyber threats to financial institutions increasingly come from insecure low-cost mobile and IoT devices outside their own networks. This requires new approaches to defense, including developing new authentication and monitoring technologies for bank networks, and supporting the development of security solutions for these new devices outside the banks’ own networks. Improving cybercrime education and awareness for new internet users in the developing world and supporting efforts to build law enforcement capacity to combat cybercrime around the world is also critical.

Many financial institutions recognize the growing risks of cybercrime and are investing in their cyber defenses, but as changes in the attack surface, attacker incentives, and defenses evolve, so will the threats. Understanding the forces that shape the threat landscape is essential for financial institutions to get ahead and stay ahead of their adversaries in cyberspace.
II. Introduction

Financial institutions have long been the leading targets for cybercrime. Banks are where the money is, and the industry provides the most profitable avenue for hackers to monetize their skills. Early intrusions by script kiddies and hacktivists were mostly motivated by a desire to build a reputation in the hacker community, but were relatively unsophisticated and did little damage. By 2000, however, cybercriminals were starting to see the potential of computer intrusions, and since then have become more organized, technically skilled, inventive, and brazen. A brazen attack on Bangladesh Bank in 2016 attempted to steal $1 billion in a single stroke.1

Financial institutions have taken notice. Cybersecurity is consistently ranked as one of the top risks to financial institutions in surveys,2 reflecting the accelerating pace of high-profile attacks over the last few years. The financial industry experienced more data breaches than any other industry in 2016,3 and data breaches cost financial institutions an estimated $245 per stolen record (including indirect costs), well above the average of $141.4

Defenses continue to evolve, but attackers seem to stay ahead. Financial services is the fastest-growth and largest market for cybersecurity products and services. Information security spending by global financial institutions grew 67% from 2013-2016,5 and in the U.S. alone, financial sector cybersecurity spending is expected to total $68 billion cumulatively from 2016-2020.6 There are signs that this investment is having an impact. According to some surveys, cybersecurity incidents in the financial sector have remained relatively constant over the last three years, but the types of incidents have evolved.7

Consumer fraud has been around for decades, and remains the top form of financial crime. Cyber theft of credit card data has been around since the dot com era in the early 2000s.\textsuperscript{8} Banking Trojans have been prolific at least since Zeus was discovered in 2006.\textsuperscript{9} But new threats have also emerged in recent years. In 2012 and 2013, disruptive attacks by nation states took center stage with the Operation Ababil\textsuperscript{10} DDoS attacks on U.S. banks by Iran and the DarkSeoul\textsuperscript{11} attacks on South Korean banks by North Korea. More recently, highly skilled organized crime groups like Carbanak, Corkow, Dridex, Cobalt and Buhtrap that specialize in targeted cyber attacks on financial institutions have gained notoriety after stealing billions of dollars from bank networks.\textsuperscript{12}

In order to gain insight into the current forces transforming the threat landscape for banks and the impact of new defenses on attacks, we reviewed data on financial cybercrime activity, as well as some of the high-profile attacks on the financial sector in the last few years. We also conducted interviews with bank executives, regulators, law enforcement officials, and cybercrime and cybersecurity experts from around the world.

In this paper we examine these forces and their implications for the threat landscape of the future. In section III we discuss the threat landscape for financial institutions’ customers, and how new developments in fraud detection and prevention are changing the nature of bank fraud. In section IV, we delve into the new tactics that organized criminal groups are using in targeted attacks on financial institutions’ own networks.

### III. Consumer fraud: New defenses and mobile banking are transforming the landscape

Financial institutions are not only improving defenses on their own networks. They are also providing new and more effective protections for their customers, employing new tools like multi-factor authentication and chip cards to cut down on consumer credential theft, and introducing machine learning to enhance fraud prevention.

\textit{a) New defenses are transforming consumer fraud and carding}

---


For criminals, targeting a bank’s customers is often cheaper and easier than targeting the banks themselves. Most banks see their customers as the weakest link in their IT security. Consumer credential theft and card skimming remains the most costly form of cybercrime for financial institutions, but new defenses are pushing attackers in different directions. In recent years, large-scale attacks on point-of-sale (PoS) systems have been a major headache for banks whose security has focused on their internal systems and traditional online banking portals. PoS attacks became so prevalent that the underground market has become flooded with credit-card information, sending prices plummeting and forcing carders to compete over customers through rewards programs, product guarantees, and 24/7 customer service.

Banks have also adapted their defenses, implementing new fraud prevention measures and improving their ability to block compromised cards quickly. The adoption of chip cards in the U.S. and improvements in retailers’ security practices have made carding more difficult, even as it has become less profitable. The combination of lower profit margins and better security has caused a shift in the market. PoS malware development in the U.S. declined by nearly 90% in 2016, and carding activity has shifted almost entirely to card-not-present fraud. Not all consumers have benefitted equally from this shift, however. The Chinese underground, for example, has grown its carding offerings dramatically, and PoS and ATM skimmers and stolen credit card data have become top offerings.

b) As consumer bank fraud becomes harder, business customers are being targeted

One way that fraudsters are replacing lost income from consumer financial fraud is by targeting businesses. The most prevalent form of financial fraud targeting businesses is business email compromise (BCE), in which fraudsters send fake emails to employees pretending to be the boss and ordering them to make large transfers from the companies’ bank accounts. The practice has become so prevalent that the FBI instituted a public awareness campaign in the U.S., issuing a series of public service announcements to let companies know about the risk. More than $5 billion has been stolen through BCE attacks, and losses have grown exponentially from January 2015 – December 2016.

BCE is particularly difficult for financial institutions because it is extremely difficult for them to prevent. From the bank’s perspective, the transaction is being submitted through the proper channels by a legitimate and authorized employee of the customer business. While the bank can try to flag transactions to suspicious accounts or that deviate from the usual behavior patterns of the business, it is difficult to prevent all fraud. Some banks are attempting to
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combat the practice by educating their customers about the risk and requiring multiple executives to authenticate transactions, but losses continue to grow.

c) Mobile malware is becoming a leading means of consumer bank fraud

Another form of fraud that is replacing traditional carding and PoS attacks is mobile banking fraud. Consumers increasingly conduct their banking through their mobile devices, connecting millions of new devices to bank networks, and a growing share of financial transactions are conducted using mobile payment systems and digital currencies. Almost half of banking customers around the world use mobile banking, and 42% of banks expect mobile banking to become their main form of customer interaction in the next three years.

For criminals who target consumer bank accounts, this provides a new avenue of attack. Mobile malware and account fraud has exploded around the world. One study from Kaspersky lab found that mobile malware attacks more than tripled in 2016, led by mobile banking Trojans. McAfee data shows that the number of mobile malware samples on file nearly quadrupled from Q1 2015 – Q4 2016.

Mobile banking Trojans are a rapidly growing threat, and are evolving quickly. The first major mobile banking Trojan, GM bot, was discovered in 2014. Since its release, mobile
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banking Trojans have become a popular form of attack, and are increasingly adopting new features and being incorporated into other mobile malware campaigns like ransomware attacks. One advantage that mobile banking Trojans have over traditional banking Trojans is that they can be configured to intercept software tokens and SMS verification codes used in multi-factor authentication, defeating one of the most popular tools used by banks to combat consumer credential theft.

**d) ICT4Crime: Financial inclusion is creating new threats in the developing world**

The digitization and mobilization of financial networks has also helped to transform the geography of cybercrime, with billions of new customers conducting financial transactions online in emerging markets. The strategy of building out communications infrastructure in order to enable development in the third world (information and communications technology for development or ICT4D) has brought hundreds of millions of people into the global economy and global financial system. But it has also created a new generation of internet users with limited cybersecurity awareness or access to security products and services, and new technology users looking for upward mobility and access to wealth. ICT4D is also ICT4C – ICT for crime.

Mobile phones have become the keystone of ICT4D strategies, and for many in the developing world, mobile phones have become their primary point of access to the internet, and to their bank. As the chart below shows, smartphone users in developing countries are significantly more likely to use mobile banking services than in developed nations. While the average rate of mobile banking penetration in developed nations in this study is just 34%, the average for developing countries is 58%. The same is true of mobile payments. Africa is now the largest center of mobile money transfers in the world, with 14% of all Africans receiving money through their mobile devices.

Mobile malware is also more prevalent in the developing world. More than 10% of mobile devices in the developing world are infected with malware, and the top 10 countries for mobile malware infections are in the developing world, with countries in the former USSR

---

leading in infections from mobile banking Trojans.\textsuperscript{29} Asia has the highest rates of online and mobile banking in the world, and the most rapid growth of banking Trojan activity.\textsuperscript{30}
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\caption{Mobile Banking Penetration is Highest in Emerging Markets}
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\caption{More Than 10\% of Mobile Devices in the Developing World are Infected with Malware}
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In Latin America and Africa, meanwhile, the spread of broadband internet and 3G and 4G mobile networks is fueling the rapid growth of cybercrime in these regions. Entrepreneurs have taken advantage of technology to bring millions of new customers into the global financial system, but this has created opportunity for cybercriminals, who take advantage of weak cyber defenses and poor cyber hygiene, limited law enforcement capacity, and poor governance to launch attacks with impunity. Some of the fastest-growing countries of origin for cyber attacks are Cuba, Ecuador, Guatemala, Kenya, Morocco, and Peru. They are also increasingly the targets of attacks. Some of the most victimized populations are in Africa and Latin America. For example, 67% of South Africans and 75% of Brazilians have been victims of online crime, well above the global average of 48%.

Case Study: Brazil as a financial cybercrime center

Brazil is one of the fastest-growing centers of financial cybercrime in the world. The Brazilian internet has many features that attract financial cybercriminals. Cybercrime accounts for 95% of the losses incurred by Brazilian banks. 58% of the Brazilian population is connected to the internet, one of the highest rates in the developing world, and 57% of banking transactions are conducted online. Mobile banking transactions grew 96% in 2016, and now account for more than a third of financial transactions in Brazil. The behavior of Brazilian banking customers compounds the problem. New account creation rates are high and users tend to log into their accounts from multiple devices, including mobile phones and public computers, making it more difficult to detect fraud. At the same time, with many users new to the internet, public and business awareness of the threat is low, cyber hygiene education is not widely available, and law enforcement’s capacity to combat cybercrime is limited. It is no surprise, then, that banking Trojans are the most prevalent wares in the Brazilian cybercrime underground.

One of the most disruptive bank hacks of 2016 occurred in Brazil. On October 22, a coordinated blitz campaign altered all of Banco Banrisul’s 36 domain name system (DNS) registrations, taking over every one of the bank’s online domains. The attackers not only hijacked the bank’s online banking portal, mobile banking system, and ATM and point-of-sale systems, it even controlled the bank’s internal corporate domains and

email system. When users tried to connect to the banks’ legitimate web addresses, they were instead directed to websites set up by the attackers that installed malware on their devices, and stole account credentials, credit card data, and personal information, allowing the attackers to loot customers’ accounts. With their email system and website under the attackers’ control, the bank was not even able to send a warning to its customers. It took more than five hours to regain control of the bank’s web domains.\(^1\)

The Olympics Effect: Japan in the Crosshairs

The Olympics have become a magnet for cybercriminals. The London Olympics in 2012 were plagued by an incessant wave of attacks on both the games itself and the millions of spectators that turned up to watch the games. The official website of the London Olympics was attacked more than 2.2 million times, and more than 255 million internet “security events” were detected around the Games.\(^1\)

The promise of swarms of foreign tourists coming to the 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro led to a massive uptick in financial cybercrime in Brazil.\(^1\) Some of this was a ramping up of activity by established Brazilian cybercrime groups, but the promise of millions of tourists conducting overseas digital transactions on their foreign credit cards drew new players into the Brazilian cybercrime scene. Law enforcement sources reported seeing known cybercriminals relocate from Europe and the United States to Brazil to join the bonanza. And the end of the games has not coincided with a decline in cybercrime – Brazil remains one of the top originators of cybercrime in the world.\(^1\)

This may help to explain the explosive growth of financial sector cybercrime in Japan, which will host the 2020 summer Olympics, and it is likely to get worse. According to
As making money through consumer fraud gets more difficult, sophisticated adversaries like organized crime groups are increasing their efforts to go after bank networks directly and carry out large-scale robberies. A prime example is the rise of new ATM attacks. As consumer fraud has become less profitable due to improvements in fraud prevention, other types of attacks have been growing. ATM attacks have been around for years, but the tactics used are evolving. A particularly worrisome trend is the rise in attacks on ATMs that come from banks’ core networks, compromising the systems that manage the ATM networks instead of the machines themselves. In 2016, criminal groups launched a string of multi-million-dollar ATM hacks in Europe and Asia, breaking into the banks’ internal networks and remotely infecting the machines with malware that caused them to spew millions of dollars in cash onto the street.37

a) Attackers are becoming more sophisticated, persistent

The incentives that shape attacker behavior are shifting, creating new adversary groups and changing their tactics. With big budgets, access to top cyber talent, and protection from law enforcement, nation state hacking groups pose the most sophisticated threat. Criminals are also becoming more sophisticated, whether organized crime groups launching targeted attacks on banks’ core networks or average cybercriminals leveraging the market to launch opportunistic attacks at scale.
i. “Nation states are robbing banks”

Nation state hackers, whose attention has, in the past, been focused on government networks, military systems, and intelligence targets, have increasingly focused on the financial sector in recent years, recognizing its value as a pain point to influence their adversaries. Not only is the global political climate becoming more tense, but as Rick Ledgett, former Deputy Director of the NSA, alleged at a public event in March, “nation states are robbing banks,” and they’re doing it with computers.\(^38\) Ledgett was referring to the 2015-2016 cyber campaign that targeted dozens of banks in the SWIFT network, in which millions of dollars were stolen from banks in developing countries by submitting fake payment orders via the network.\(^39\) Security researchers linked the attacks to the Lazarus Group, a hacker group working for the North Korean Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB).\(^40\) The attacks allegedly provided a lucrative means to supplement the North Korean government’s limited access to foreign currency.

Political conditions are also ripe for an increase in traditional espionage and disruption attacks on banks. Rising international tensions could lead to more cyber attacks on the banks by nation states, particularly the rise of nationalist politics, a more confrontational diplomatic environment, and the collapse of international reconciliation efforts led by the Obama administration. The straining of relations between the major cyber powers – the U.S., UK, Russia, China, Israel, Iran, North Korea – could lead to an uptick in the use of cyber attacks as a geopolitical tool. And the field of cyber powers is growing. According to senior U.S. intelligence officials, at least 30 additional countries are currently working to develop offensive cyber capabilities.\(^41\)

ii. Nation state capabilities are now available to criminals

What were once exclusively nation state level capabilities are increasingly available to criminal groups, reflecting the growing overlap between nation state hacking groups and organized crime. The public release of source code for many sophisticated malware families has also contributed to the spread of highly advanced tools, as criminals adopt, adapt, and combine these tools into new crimeware.

The growing overlap between nation state hackers and cybercriminals is a key driver of the adoption of nation state tools and tactics by organized criminal groups. In Russia and Eastern


Europe, in particular, the lines between government hacking groups and criminal organizations are often blurred. As U.S. law enforcement officials interviewed for this report described it, some senior leaders of Russian government cyber units are allowing criminals to “monetize their capabilities and infrastructure” in exchange for a cut of the profits, and the Russian government has also hired known leaders of cybercrime syndicates, often under indictment in other countries, to carry out attacks on their behalf. In an even more bizarre twist, leading cybercriminals are getting involved directly in politics. Dmitry Golubov, a member of the Ukrainian Parliament, is considered the “godfather” of carding in the former Soviet Union!

iii. **Open-source malware libraries provide advanced capabilities to many more actors**

Organized crime groups are not the only cybercriminals that are gaining access to nation state capabilities. The release of advanced hacking tools stolen from intelligence agencies has made these tools available to a wide array of actors, from nation states to unsophisticated cybercriminals. The WannaCry ransomware campaign that affected hundreds of thousands of computers in a few days in May 2017 used an exploit called Eternal Blue that was stolen from a U.S. intelligence agency and posted online by a group calling itself the “Shadow Brokers.” While some have alleged that WannaCry is linked to North Korea, the exploit has also been detected in low-level criminal attacks on tens of thousands of systems in addition to WannaCry.

Nation state tools are not the only tools being released into the growing open-source malware community. A combination of government takedowns, analysis by security companies, and releases by malware authors has caused the library of open-source malicious code to balloon in recent years. Source code for many sophisticated malware families like Zeus, Mirai, and Nyawaim have been released into the wild, leading to the spread of dozens of variants and hundreds of modules that provide a dazzling array of new functionality. Enterprising cybercriminals have started to combine these tools into dangerous hybrids, making them more profitable and more difficult to detect and attribute.

---


Law enforcement is struggling to keep up

Law enforcement’s inability to keep up with changes in technology is allowing this underground economy to flourish. While anonymization tools like Tor and VPNs can protect activists and dissidents from oppressive regimes, they have also allowed cybercriminals to hide from law enforcement. The rise of digital wallets and cryptocurrencies like BitCoin has also fueled cybercrime, giving criminals new ways to monetize their attacks without employing legions of mules who relay illicit payments through their accounts, but take a large cut of the profits.

The broad adoption of encryption has also made life difficult for law enforcement, complicating efforts to identify malicious web traffic and track the communications of criminal groups. Criminals have also become savvy at developing their tools to thwart investigators. For example, malware authors increasingly include features in their code that allow it to identify and bypass sandboxes, or include features that prevent the code from executing in virtual environments, making it difficult for investigators to analyze.\(^\text{48}\)

Law enforcement has long struggled with a lack of resources to combat cybercrime – funding, skills, equipment and training – but that is only one piece of the challenge. Even more difficult are the challenges of pursuing transnational criminals. In many countries, for example Brazil, legislation criminalizing cybercrime is inadequate, punishments are insufficient and the legal expertise to prosecute cybercrimes is in short supply.\(^\text{49}\) There are also significant procedural hurdles, including issues of jurisdiction, challenges in maintaining standards of evidence, and the difficulty of explaining complex digital crimes to juries. The absence of adequate evidence sharing and extradition treaties between countries, lack of capacity in many countries to investigate cybercrimes, identify or locate offenders, or even just take them into custody allow criminals to operate with impunity.

c) Banks in Asia are top targets

Adversaries are not only increasingly sophisticated, they are also increasingly global, as are their targets. Financial institutions in Asia, in particular, are facing greater attention from cybercriminals, with a series of high-profile attacks in Japan, Taiwan, the Philippines, Bangladesh, Indonesia and Vietnam in 2016. The five largest banks in the world are based in Asia,\(^\text{50}\) and mobile banking and mobile payments penetration in Asia is higher than any other region, presenting an attractive target for cybercriminals.

Unlike Europe and the United States, where a combination of stricter regulations and rising costs of cybercrime have pushed major banks to invest significantly in their cyber defenses,
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many banks in Asia remain comparatively unsophisticated. In Japan and China, for example, many of the largest banks have only appointed CISOs and established dedicated cybersecurity teams in the last few years, and their cybersecurity budgets are much smaller than their western counterparts.

This has a significant impact on cyber incidents. Organizations in Asia are the slowest to detect cyber intrusions of any region – the average time from initial compromise to detection in Asia is 520 days, more than three times the global average of 146 days.\textsuperscript{51} Cybercrime cost companies in Asia more than $80 billion in 2015, significantly higher than in Europe or the U.S. Asian banks are also being used to launder the proceeds of global cybercrime.\textsuperscript{52} According to multiple officials interviewed for this report, poor anti-money-laundering (AML) and fraud prevention practices at some Asian banks are one of the biggest challenges to following the money in fraud and cybercrime investigations – the money trail goes cold in Asia in as much as 70-80% of cases!

\textit{d) Vectors of compromise – new twists on old themes.}

Manipulating insiders remains the number one vector of compromise for banks. 58\% of attacks on financial institutions rely on the company’s employees to gain access, but over 90\% of those employees are unwitting pawns in the attacks, victims of social engineering or watering hole attacks that manipulate them into giving attackers access to the network.\textsuperscript{53} Social engineering remains the number one vector of attack against financial institutions,\textsuperscript{54} but attackers are adapting their methods in response to new defenses.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{51} Bryce Boland. "M-Trends Asia Pacific: Organizations Must Improve at Detecting and Responding to Breaches." FireEye, August 24, 2016. \url{https://www.fireeye.com/blog/threat-research/2016/08/m-trends_asia_pacifi.html}
\end{itemize}
i. Social engineers are developing new tactics as “don’t click the link” gains traction

Financial institutions have invested heavily in cyber hygiene training and progress is being made in “don’t click the link” campaigns. The sector is one of the least vulnerable to traditional phishing, with only 8.5% of targets opening malicious links or attachments. While this is still a significant number, attackers have taken notice and are adapting their attacks with new twists on an old method.
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Social engineers are returning to pretexting, in which, instead of just sending a link to a “cute cat video” from a phony email account, social engineers are engaging in back and forth exchanges with their targets, posing as colleagues, competitors or service providers and taking their time to gain the target’s trust before getting them to provide access to their system. One bank executive described a campaign in which an employee received a phone-call about a supposed security threat on their computer from someone pretending to be in the IT department. After convincing the employee that hackers were already on their computer, they sent an email with a link to provide the “IT guy” with remote access to their desktop in order to “remove the hackers.”

It is not just junior employees who are falling for these types of tricks. In Q2 2017 one social engineer was able to engage in extensive email conversations with the CEOs of Barclays, Goldman Sachs, Citi, and Morgan Stanley, as well as the governor of the Bank of England. Using free email accounts, the hoaxter posed as friends and colleagues of the five executives and exchanged emails with them over the course of days. In this case the attacker was not trying to breach the banks’ networks, but he did illustrate how easy it was to fool even the most senior officials at some of the most sophisticated banks.

ii. Watering hole attacks on the rise

As employee awareness about phishing emails has improved, watering hole attacks have also increased as a vector of compromise. In a watering hole attack, the attacker compromises a website that they know or guess their target will visit and then uses it to infect their system with malware. Compromises of financial industry related websites are on the rise. In February 2017, a major watering hole attack was discovered that compromised the website of the Polish Financial Supervision Authority. The attack affected over 100 financial institutions in 30 countries, and the initial results of the investigation suggest that the breaches were used to steal data from the banks’ networks. The attack has been linked to the RGB/Lazarus Group.

One bank executive also described a new style of watering hole attack that is emerging, in which attackers take advantage of the training being given to bank employees to infect targets who have been trained not to click links, provide remote access to their desktops, or even open emails from strangers. Instead, many companies encourage employees to google the names of people or organizations that cold email them to verify that they are legitimate
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before engaging with them. Some attackers, therefore, are sending phishing emails to their targets, but also creating infected websites for the organization that supposedly sent the email and hoping the employee will open the website to verify the authenticity of the email.

e) Attacks are changing

2016 saw the rise of two new attack types that are a serious concern to bank cybersecurity teams. The number one rising threat identified by every single bank executive, law enforcement official, and expert interviewed for this report was DDoS attacks from internet of things (IoT) botnets. The majority also agreed on the second greatest threat, ransomware attacks.

i. DDoS threats continue to evolve

As banks have invested millions of dollars in DDoS mitigation tools and network monitoring, attackers have transitioned to new modes of attack, using IoT botnets to generate overwhelming floods of traffic or conducting “low and slow” attacks that avoid detection by DDoS prevention software. Most major international banks have contracts with at least one of the major DDoS mitigation services, and as one bank executive put it, for the last few years DDoS has been a nuisance to banks, but not a serious threat that can take them offline.

But attackers continue to try, and are developing new attack methods and monetization strategies. DDoS attacks were the number one type of security incident in the financial sector in 2016.62 One in three financial institutions experiences at least one DDoS attack a month, and those attacks are becoming larger, more complex, and are being combined with other forms of cybercrime.63

IoT botnets are the biggest new concern. The discovery of and release of the source code for the Mirai IoT malware family in 2016 has led to the proliferation of dozens of new IoT botnets,64 some capable of generating hundreds of Gbps of traffic. A new IoT botnet family called Leet, unrelated to Mirai, emerged in December 2016 with comparable power.65 While banks have invested millions in DDoS mitigation services to protect themselves from traditional DDoS attacks, their capacity is finite, and the threat of massive IoT botnets overwhelming these services looms over financial institutions that depend on constant connectivity.


ii. Ransomware wave hitting banks

Ransomware is another top worry for financial institutions. 2016 saw a massive increase in ransomware activity. While modern crypto-ransomware really started in 2013 with the rise of CryptoLocker, 2016 saw an enormous uptick in attack activity, development of new malware families, ransom payments, and cost to businesses. Despite high investment in cybersecurity in the financial industry, financial institutions are not immune.

While there have been few major ransomware attacks on banks reported in the media, a survey by SANS in early 2016 found that 55% had been subjected to ransomware attacks. The majority of victims that could quantify the cost of these attacks put it between $100k-$500k. Most of the financial institutions that are successfully infected are small and medium enterprises and banks in emerging markets. For example, the Russian Central Bank confirmed that it was targeted in the May 2017 WannaCry attack, although it was not infected, but several Russian banks were impacted. Bank of China’s ATM network was also impacted.

The Year of Ransomware

2016 was the year of ransomware. Security firm SonicWall detected 638 million attempted ransomware attacks in 2016, a 167x increase from the 4 million attempts detected in 2015. These attacks utilized 247 distinct malware families in 2016, up from just 29 in 2015. The FBI reported $209 million in ransom was paid in the first quarter of 2016, and estimated that the total would reach over $1bn by the end of the year. By comparison, the FBI recorded just $24 million in ransom payments in all of 2015. The total economic cost of these attacks, including downtime, recovery costs, investigation, and reputational harm, is likely much higher. What prompted such explosive growth?

The real turning point came in late 2015. From January 2012 – October 2015 there were just 33 new ransomware brands released on the market, but from October 2015 – May 2016 70 new ransomware families were released. There are a number of factors that contributed to this turning point. First, in October 2015 a senior FBI agent was quoted as saying that the FBI’s advice to ransomware victims was to “just pay the ransom.”

Second, as CERT-UK noted in a report in 2016, around the same time the takedown of the highly successful Dridex banking Trojan encouraged cybercriminals to move away...
Ubiquitous automation is transforming attacks

Automation is also transforming the threat landscape. Combined with the widespread availability of off-the-shelf exploit kits and malware in underground markets, automation is allowing unsophisticated criminals to launch more advanced campaigns against a wide range of targets. Instead of attempting a sophisticated attack against a well-defended target, a small-time cybercriminal can buy an automated tool that finds vulnerable systems and uses a cheap, out-of-date exploit to infect vulnerable systems. Even if only a small number of financial institutions are vulnerable to the attack, it is so cheap for the criminal to set up and deploy that it can still be highly profitable. One computer security researcher described how he would launch an automatic ransomware attack on financial institutions:

“Why should I bother to launch the attack myself? I can use a bot to search Project Unicorn or Shodan [search engines that allow cybercriminals to search for exploitable
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systems] for banks that use Apache Struts, which is widely used by banks and contains a lot of known vulnerabilities, and then drop off-the-shelf ransomware that exploits those vulnerabilities. These kinds of low-level attacks are easy to automate, then you can attack thousands of targets for cheap.”

The payloads themselves also increasingly employ automated features. Polymorphic and metamorphic features that make malware harder to detect and block have been around for a few years, and have become the norm in malware attacks. Symantec catalogued 430 million unique pieces of malware in their 2016 threat report, almost all of them polymorphisms of a much smaller number of malware families. Self-propagating malware is another serious threat. In May 2017, the first self-propagating ransomware attack, WannaCry, was released, targeting hundreds of thousands of systems in over 150 countries in just a few days.

Machine learning threatens to take automation to the next level, both for offense and defense. Machine learning is a type of analytical modeling which uses iterative algorithms to identify patterns and find insights in data without being explicitly programmed where to look. Financial institutions are increasingly employing machine learning algorithms for security purposes, primarily in fraud prevention. Some executives also said they are investing in machine learning solutions for email filtering and traffic management. Machine learning cybersecurity products seek to improve on traditional pattern-based detection methods and take a proactive approach to threat detection and prevention. The same tools, however, can be used by attackers. According to McAfee, criminals are already starting to use machine learning algorithms for target selection, and it is only a matter of time before they are incorporated into attacks themselves. If a machine learning algorithm can write Shakespearean sonnets, why can’t it be applied to more nefarious writing purposes, like composing tailored, personalized spear-phishing emails?

iv. Hybrid attacks combine tactics to monetize breaches in multiple ways

Perhaps the most disturbing trend, however, is the rise of hybrid attacks. DDoS attacks, for example, increasingly use combinations of tactics and are used to draw attention away from breaches to the target’s network. While traditional DDoS attacks used one method (e.g. UDP flood, application layer attacks) and generated profits by extorting victims, 57% of DDoS attacks now combine multiple DDoS methods, and 53% of DDoS attacks in 2016 were used
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to distract defenders from breaches on the target’s network which were used to steal or manipulate data, implant malware, or commit fraud.\textsuperscript{76} Perhaps the scariest threat lurking behind these DDoS smokescreens is ransomware – nearly 20% of financial services firms that experienced DDoS attacks in 2016 encountered ransomware in conjunction with the DDoS attack.\textsuperscript{77}

This cross-pollination is supported by the market structure of the underground hacker economy, in which specialists with narrow skillsets can contribute to highly complex, modular criminal enterprises that generate multiple revenue streams from their attacks. This decentralized market structure allows a small number of orchestrators to create highly sophisticated campaigns that multiply the value of each exploited system, using a combination of monetization strategies.\textsuperscript{78} The Carbanak gang, for example, stole an estimated $1bn from banks by worming their way into banks’ networks and then launching multiple cash-out schemes, compromising online banking accounts, manipulating payment systems, altering account balances, and launching ATM attacks.\textsuperscript{79}

\textit{v. Attackers target seams in the financial systems}

As major international financial institutions invest in stronger defenses on their internal networks and better fraud prevention and transaction authentication, attackers have shifted their approach. The most sophisticated nation states and organized crime groups have begun targeting the “seams” between these well-defended networks, exploiting weaker institutions in the global financial system to pull off massive heists.

A prime example is North Korea’s campaign to steal money through the SWIFT network. Recognizing the difficulty of pulling off large-scale thefts from a single major western bank, the RGB targeted smaller, less sophisticated banks in developing countries like Bangladesh, Vietnam and Ecuador.\textsuperscript{80} After compromising these banks’ systems, they then used the victim banks’ credentials to send what looked like legitimate SWIFT fund transfer requests to larger
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banks in other countries. These requests at first appeared legitimate to the receiving banks, since they were sent from legitimate partner banks through the established channels, so in some cases the money was transferred.

Other groups are moving to copy this strategy, inspired by the massive payouts achieved by the Lazarus Group/RGB’s campaign. In October, Symantec discovered a group called Odinaff that targeted financial institutions around the world, stealthily infiltrating their networks and employing a range of cash-out strategies over the course of months, including a variation of the Lazarus Group’s tactics that targeted banks’ SWIFT connections. The group does not appear to be linked to the RGB, but rather to Carbanak, a sophisticated cybercrime organization that has specialized in high-end bank attacks since at least 2013.

The genius of this strategy is that it allows the attackers to get massive payouts while taking advantage of multiple banks in multiple countries, making every step of the response more difficult for defenders. Detecting the theft in the first place is hard because the request looks legitimate to the bank that transfers the money, while the bank that has been compromised does not lose any money in its own accounts. Mitigating and investigating the attack is all the more difficult because the bank that transfers the money to the attackers has not actually been hacked, while the bank that has been hacked is usually chosen because it has limited expertise and resources for cybersecurity, and is often located in a country whose law enforcement have little capacity to combat cybercrime.

V. Conclusion: More Threats, More Complexity, More Sophistication

The threat landscape for financial institutions is becoming bigger, more complex, and more sophisticated, and as financial institutions strengthen their protections against consumer fraud, attacks increasingly target financial institutions directly. While the big multinational banks in the U.S. and Europe have invested heavily in their defenses, they face a growing number of well-resourced, sophisticated adversaries. These attackers have the patience to take their time and go for one very big score instead of opportunistically going after softer targets, and they increasingly have the tools, skills, and knowledge necessary to overcome new defenses.

At the top of the growing cadre of advanced persistent threats (APTs) are nation states. The combination of massive budgets, access to top talent, and protection from law enforcement make them the most dangerous adversaries for financial institutions. As more and more countries invest in offensive cyber capabilities and tensions between the cyber powers rise,
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we could see a significant uptick in espionage and disruptive attacks on financial institutions. Furthermore, the apparent success of North Korea’s ongoing campaign against banks may inspire other marginalized countries looking to inflate their national budgets to dabble in cybercrime.

The threat from organized criminal groups is also growing as these groups become larger, wealthier, more coordinated, and gain access to more sophisticated tools. The rapid growth of the open-source malware community has made very advanced tools available to a much wider array of criminals, and underground markets for automated tools and cybercrime-as-a-service allow criminals with minimal technical skills to orchestrate opportunistic cyber campaigns with little effort.

These sophisticated actors are developing new strategies and methods for their attacks. By exploiting seams in the financial system, attackers can pull off major thefts from well-defended financial institutions by exploiting their connections to smaller organizations with much weaker defenses. They can also multiply their profits by launching hybrid attacks, exploiting a single point of access to engage in multiple crimes simultaneously. Bringing together a range of technical specialists, combining sophisticated malware families that have been released to the public or are available for a fee through online forums, these groups can attempt multiple attacks simultaneously and then employ multiple simultaneous cash-out strategies to maximize their profits.

Low-level cybercriminals are also a growing threat, particularly to banks’ customers. The maturation of online markets for cybercrime tools and services has lowered barriers to entry, even for technically unsophisticated criminals. Using automated targeting services and cheap exploit kits that target known vulnerabilities, criminals can launch opportunistic attacks on thousands of targets simultaneously at little cost, allowing them to profit even from attacks with very low success rates. For smaller financial institutions that have managed to avoid the attention of elite hacking groups, the growing sophistication of small-time cybercriminals poses a significant risk.

The attack surface these criminals can exploit is becoming wider and more diverse, and they are quicker to recognize the profit potential of hacking new devices than defenders are. New styles of ATM attacks take advantage of the difficulty of maintaining the defenses of machines that are spread across wide areas and difficult to monitor and update. The proliferation of cheap, poorly secured IoT devices that are always on and always connected has created a new generation of botnets with unprecedented power. And the spread of mobile banking and mobile payments has multiplied the number of endpoints that connect to banks’ networks, causing an explosion of mobile malware.

As more of the world is brought online and begins to bank online, the geography of financial cybercrime is changing. Weak bank cyber defenses, high mobile penetration rates, and lack of law enforcement capacity has put financial institutions in Asia at the top of the target list for criminal groups. Latin America and Africa appear poised to follow suit. The strategy of information and communications technology for development (ICT4D) has helped to give millions of people access to the global financial system, but it has also created a breeding
ground for cybercriminals. As a new generation are brought online across these regions, they are joining an even softer security environment, with weak governance and the fastest growth rates of online bank account creation, mobile banking, and e-payments in the world. ICT4D has become ICT4C – ICT for crime!

Defenders continue to make progress, but despite significant gains in technical security, attackers continue to innovate and humans remain the weak link in network defense. Avoiding complacency is critical. While DDoS mitigation has made a significant dent in financial institutions’ losses to denial of service, hybrid DDoS attacks that include low-and-slow application attacks, IoT botnets, and coordinated campaigns employing multiple botnets may push the balance back toward the attackers. “Don’t click the link” campaigns are reducing the success rate of traditional phishing emails, but as social engineers adapt their tactics, training programs must continue to evolve to keep up with the newest scams.

In order to get ahead, financial institutions will need to develop new approaches to fighting cyber threats. The financial system is global and it is integrated, and defenders need to become more global and better integrated to keep up. While the big global banks have invested in multi-layered, cutting edge defenses, small and medium banks and financial institutions in emerging markets serve as easy entry points to the global financial system. The industry’s leaders will need to strengthen their smaller partners and help build cyber awareness and capacity in emerging markets to stay ahead of attackers who are sophisticated and savvy enough to exploit the weakest links in the system.

Supporting efforts to secure the broader ecosystem is also important. Protecting financial networks not only requires financial institutions to improve the security of their own systems, but to change the security balance of the entire internet environment. As internet banking becomes more and more prevalent, mobile banking brings millions of new customers into the financial system, and billions of IoT devices come online, cyber threats to financial institutions will increasingly come from billions of insecure devices outside their own networks. In order to defend against these threats, banks will need to strengthen authentication and monitoring measures for devices that connect to their networks, improve cybercrime education and awareness for their customers, and support efforts to build law enforcement capacity to combat cybercrime around the world.

As long as banks exist, criminals will try to rob them, and as financial transactions increasingly occur in cyberspace, so will the robberies. While physical bank robberies were once everyday occurrences, and robbing banks was a leading form of crime, improvements in banks’ physical security have significantly reduced their frequency and cost. The same is possible with financial cybercrime. Many financial institutions recognize the risk and are investing the time and money necessary to strengthen their cyber defenses, but as changes in the attack surface, attacker incentives, and defenses evolve, so will the threats.
Questions from the Research

In conducting the research and interviews for this report, two major questions came out that have experts and practitioners stumped. The people we interviewed had very different views on these questions. Their arguments, and our analysis, are below.

Question One: Is sophisticated bank hacktivism dead, or will it come back with a vengeance?

Hacktivist activity has plummeted off the radar of financial institutions. Once considered a top threat, the financial institutions and law enforcement officials interviewed for this project no longer view it as a serious risk at all. Will it come back? The people we interviewed suggested two possible scenarios.

i. First hypothesis: Sophisticated hacktivism is dead. Skilled hackers recognize that it is not impactful and do not want to waste their time or risk their legitimate businesses or criminal empires by engaging in hacktivism.

After the LulzSec takedown in 2012, skilled hackers realized that hacktivism is risky and draws a lot of attention from law enforcement, but is not very impactful. Old-school black hats that used to participate in hacktivism have either retired or gone legitimate, and do not want to risk their legitimate businesses by engaging in illegal hacktivism. At the same time, professional cybercriminals who run sophisticated operations that generate thousands of dollars of profits do not want to waste their time or attract police attention to their money-making activities. The hacktivists that remain are glorified script-kiddies whose capabilities have not kept up with the significant investment and innovation in cyber defenses in the financial sector.

ii. Second hypothesis: A hacktivist wave is just around the corner. While high-level hacktivism has been dormant in recent years, conditions are ripe for a resurgence.

Hacktivism against banks has waned because hating the banks became passé. Occupy failed, Anonymous disintegrated, and fighting the power got old. But with the rise of the Trump Era, Brexit, and a growing focus on corruption and cronyism around the world, banks are being dragged back into the limelight in the worst way. Against this backdrop, hacktivism against banks will see a renaissance, as sophisticated hackers once again target the banks to make a political statement.

Our view: Sophisticated hacktivism against banks is dead.

Sophisticated hackers haven’t abstained from hacktivism against financial institutions because they can’t do it – the risk/reward balance has shifted. For people with high-end
computer skills, lucrative careers in the legitimate tech and cybersecurity industries or in high-end organized cybercrime are not worth risking to moderately inconvenience a bank for a day or two. Hacktivism is attention-grabbing by nature, and hacktivists actively take credit for their crimes, meaning that law enforcement is much more likely to identify and take action against hacktivists than attackers that try to avoid detection.

**Questions from the Research**

In conducting the research and interviews for this report, two major questions came out that have experts and practitioners stumped. The people we interviewed had very different views on these questions. Their arguments, and our analysis, are below.

**Question Two: Why aren’t small and medium-sized financial institutions the target of more cyber attacks?**

The big international financial institutions invest billions in cybersecurity, but still get hit with hundreds of millions of dollars a year of losses due to cyberattacks. With millions of dollars in their accounts, small dedicated cybersecurity budgets, few to zero cybersecurity professionals on staff, poor patching practices, and off-the-shelf infrastructure often decades old, why are small and medium banks, credit unions, and insurance companies not suffering massive losses from cyber attacks?

i. First hypothesis: Back end service providers are secretly great at cybersecurity.

Most small and medium-sized financial institutions outsource many of their IT services and back-office functions to a small group of outside service providers. These back-end service providers’ (in the US we have the Big 4 – FIS, Fiserv, D+H, and Jack Henry) customers, primarily smaller financial firms and regional banks and credit unions, often have no in-house cybersecurity capacity, so they depend on their service providers for security. While some of the people we interviewed were skeptical about the cybersecurity abilities of the Big 4, perhaps their results speak for themselves.

ii. Second hypothesis: There are no mid-market cybercriminals to target these businesses.

The cybercrime economy is divided into two tiers of attackers. The first are highly sophisticated organized criminal groups, many based in the former USSR, that target big financial institutions for enormous payouts. The second group are low-level criminals that do not even bother to attack financial institutions directly, but impose a lot of cost on
them through fraud and illicit transactions targeting their customers. Small and medium-sized financial institutions slip through the cracks between the two groups, protected enough to avoid the low-level criminals, but too small to be worthwhile for major criminal syndicates with high overhead and the sophistication to go after bigger targets.

iii. Third hypothesis: Hacker culture emphasizes the coolest and most impressive hacks, and hacking local banks and credit unions is not “cool.”

The local credit union isn’t exactly a fortress. Your grandma banks there. The admin password is “password,” and you know the teller will click on any link to a cat video. It doesn’t take any “skillz” to get in, so why would anyone be impressed that you did it? For skilled hackers that are in it for the reputation as much as the money, there is no reason to go after small banks that are soft targets.

*Our view: Small and medium-sized financial institutions have slipped between the cracks because there are no mid-market cybercriminals, but that is changing.*

For large, sophisticated criminal organizations with the capacity to take on big multinational financial institutions, small and medium sized banks are too small to be worth the time, effort, and risk of exposure. Launching fewer, more lucrative attacks on the major banks offers a better risk/reward for these groups than launching multiple attacks on a range of smaller financial institutions. The proliferation of high-end hacking tools and crime-as-a-service in the underground criminal economy is changing this dynamic, however, giving previously small-time criminals access to the resources and skills to launch more complex and lucrative attacks against bigger targets. While they would probably still struggle to exploit a major international bank, smaller, less sophisticated financial institutions are likely within reach.

Banks in developing markets are also likely to face growing threats. For sophisticated attackers looking to exploit the seams in the global financial system, smaller banks in developing countries provide easy access points, and it is easier to go undetected and avoid law enforcement. Adversaries like the Lazarus Group/RGB and the Carbanak Gang have already taken advantage of the weaker defenses of these smaller banks in emerging markets, and other adversary groups that have seen the success of these campaigns are likely to follow suit.
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